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Curacao Contracts Adacel for ATC Tower Simulation System 

Adacel to deliver its industry leading MaxSim TSS  
 
 

Orlando, Florida (9 March, 2011) Adacel (ASX:ADA) announced today it has been awarded a 
contract by Netherlands Antilles Air Traffic Control N.V. (NAATC) of Curacao to provide a MaxSim Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) Tower simulation system. 
 
The Adacel MaxSim TSS will incorporate an 8-channel, 270-degree field-of-view, LCD visual system.  
It will include generic and site specific airport databases and could be used in both initial air traffic 
control training as well as follow-on unit qualification training for local and ground control positions. 
The system will include working positions for a supervisor and a pseudo pilot.  Adacel is scheduled to 
deliver the system to the NAATC in Willemstad, Curacao in April 2011. 
 
 “Adacel is proud to be selected by Curacao to support its ATC program with our advanced simulation 
technology,” said Fred Sheldon, Adacel’s CEO North America.  “Curacao plays an important role in the 
air traffic control network of the highly popular Caribbean tourist destinations and Adacel is pleased to 
assist in the development of their air traffic control capabilities”.   
 
Adacel’s ATC simulation systems have proven to be very effective in developing higher proficiency 
levels at an earlier stage in controller training. They reduce considerably the work involved in the 
conduct of training and can significantly decrease the length of the qualification period for controllers. 
The MaxSim ATC simulators have also proven to be a valuable tool to enable prior testing and training 
for procedural changes necessitated by temporary and permanent alterations to airports and airspace.  
 
About Adacel 
 
Adacel’s technology revolutionizes speech applications for operational direct voice input control 
systems and interactive control of computer generated entities in training systems. The Company’s 
ATC simulators lead global efforts to safely optimize controller training.  Their Aurora ATM includes 
capabilities envisaged for FAA NextGen and EUROCONTROL SESAR programs; providing enabling 
technology for initiatives to promote airspace efficiency and reduce aviation related carbon emissions.  
 
For more information about Adacel please visit www.Adacel.com. 
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